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the man called deng majok. a biography of power, polygyny ... - 454 journal of african history
biography by interview the man called deng majok. a biography of power, polygyny, and change. by francis
mading deng ne. w haven and london: yale university press 1986, . pp. xvi + 294. £26.00; $36.00.
introduction - cambridge university press - 1 this introduction is a shortened version of twining (2006) pp.
206–22. 2 francis deng’s memoir, the man called deng majok (1986b) includes a very frank account of debates
surrounding his father’s polygyny. john thon majok interview - arizonahistoricalsociety - john thon majok
camps has horror stories, but somehow the story of these young men touched everyone. they were called the
lost boys. their story even touched washington and a special program was begun to bring these boys to the
united states. john learned in kakuma why abyei matters the breaking point of sudan’s ... - why abyei
matters the breaking point of sudan’s comprehensive peace agreement? douglas h. johnson abstract the abyei
area, straddling the north–south border of sudan, was the ... francis deng, the man called deng majok: a
biography of power, polygyny, and change (yale university press, new haven, nj, 1986), p. 229. ... law, social
justice & global development (an electronic ... - sudan. his father, deng majok, was paramount chief of
the ngok dinka, the only nilotic inhabitants in the northern sudan. it is commonly said that „abyei is to the
sudan as the sudan is to africa,‟ a bridge between the african and arab worlds. deng majok was an
outstanding tribal leader, a national figure, especially prominent ng mad i beh i nd the name - university
of oxford - beh i nd the name mad i ng ... 'your grandfather, the elder called mijok duor, was a man of
exceed ... deng majok subsequently saw achok at a dance and proposed to marry her. . chief kwol arob
refused., partly in deference to his nephew, partly because deng majok had already married several wives ...
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